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CHIEF EXCUTIVE’S ANNUAL REPORT, ON BEHALF OF THE BMTA COUNCIL 

JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 

 

Overview 

2017 proved a disappointing year for the Association.  Membership numbers continued to decline 

slightly from 82 at the beginning of the year to 80 at the year end.  This was compounded by the fact 

that although we recruited several new members during the year, they were mainly in the small to 

medium sized category, whereas those companies that resigned were mainly in the larger category.  

Membership income therefore dropped by 9.5% to £44.1k over the year.  There was no single reason 

for companies’ resignations and we note that declining membership has also been reported by several 

larger trade associations with whom we liaise. 

Our income from seminars and workshops was significantly lower in 2017 than in the years preceding.  

At £11k it was slightly less than half the income for 2016.  This was largely due to the fact that demand 

from clinical laboratories for our workshops on accreditation fell away sharply as clinical laboratories 

achieved UKAS accreditation to ISO 14189.  The Association only held one workshop for clinical labs 

during the year instead of two in each of the three years previously.  It is worth noting however that 

over 500 individuals have attended these workshops in total. 

Turnover for the year was £56.8k, down by 26.8% from £77.6k in 2016.  Cost were sharply reduced, 

including a saving of £3.6k in BMTA administration and a reduction in EUROLAB expenses of £3.8k.  

There was an overall deficit of £13.1k at the year end.  Total net assets fell from £40.7k to £27.6k, a 

drop of £13.1k (32.2%).   

Council met 5 times during the year:  On 8 February at the Institute of Measurement and Control in 

London; on 19 April in the National Measurement Office, Teddington; on 27 June in Trescal’s 

Laboratories in Stevenage; on 11 October at NPL in Teddington (our 100th Council meeting) and on 5 

December at the Institute of Measurement and Control, London.  Matt Gypps from Trescal joined 

Council on 8 February and Mr Phil Mark replaced Dr Alun Thomas as the NEL member on 19 April. 

Seminars workshops and exhibitions. 

The Association held five Seminars and Workshops during the year:  On the implications of ‘Brexit’ for 

Notified Bodies on 30 March at the Town and Country Planning Association, Carlton House Terrace, 

London attended by 29 delegates.  Our Annual dinner for members was held on 27 June in the Cromwell 

Hotel, Stevenage followed on 28 June by the AGM, a short Seminar on progress in the revision of 

ISO17025:2017 and tour of Trescal’s laboratories.  On 12 July there was a Discussion Meeting for 

Forensic Laboratories in Kings Cross, London addressed by Gillian Tulley the Forensic Regulator, UKAS 

and the Metropolitan Police.  It attracted 40 delegates.  On 14 November a further workshop on 

Accreditation for Medical Laboratories was held at the ‘Signing Tree’ in Birmingham in conjunction with 

UKAS.  It drew only 25 delegates suggesting that now the majority of clinical laboratories have achieved 

accreditation to ISO 14189 or are well into the process.  The last event of the year was the annual 

Seminar for asbestos testing laboratories held at the Life Sciences Centre, Newcastle on 30 November 

which attracted over 50 delegates. 
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Once again, the Association had a small stand at the Instrumentation, Analysis and Testing Exhibition 

organised by the Engineering Integrity Society at Silverstone on 14 March, displaying members’ 

promotional materials. 

Representational activities 

The Association continues to be active in representing its members’ interests in various forums the main 

ones being: 

Government: 

As an outcome of the Discussion meeting on the implications of Brexit for Notified Bodies in March, the 

Association produced a position paper which was sent to all attending the meeting including the 

Department for Business, Enterprise and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).  The paper was well received and 

following discussions with BEIS officials it was gratifying to see that the Association’s views were 

incorporated into the Government’s negotiating position (subsequently presented in the Government’s 

White Paper of 12 July 2018). 

Jeff Llewellyn met with Peter Thompson CEO of NPL to discuss the National Measurement programme 

on 1 August.  He also participated in meetings of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee on Fire 

Safety Testing on 12 September, on Brexit and Science on 10 October and attended the Committee’s 

annual lunch in the House of Lords on 21 November. 

UKAS: 

The Association continues to enjoy a harmonious working relationship with UKAS.  Our Chair, Carol 

Erskine attended three meetings of the Policy Advisory Committee during the year as well as attending 

the Policy Advisory Forum on March 14.  She also attended the UKAS AGM, associated Strategy 

discussion and lunch on October 10.   

The undoubted ‘accreditation event of the year’ was the publication in November of the revised version 

of ISO 17025:2017 which will impact on all members whose laboratories are accredited by UKAS.  

Although the technical changes are minor, the revised standard is restructured and places more 

emphasis on clarity of decision rules concerning pass/fail criteria for testing than did the 2005 version.  

It also gives greater prominence to a risk based prioritisation approach.  The revised standard allows a 

choice in the way that the requirements concerning quality management can be fulfilled, one by 

demonstrating the that QA processes comply with ISO 9001:2014 or alternatively by meeting the 

requirements set out in ISO 17025 itself. 

The Association has been in discussions with UKAS about the timetable for implementation of 

accreditation to the latest version of the standard.  A 3-year transition period is allowed so all UKAS 

accredited laboratories will have to be accredited to the 2017 version of the standard by November 

2020.  BMTA has worked closely with UKAS on accreditation workshops for the revised standard, on 

accreditation of clinical laboratories to ISO 14189 and on accreditation of forensic science providers. 

Instrument Industry Liaison Group (IILG) 

The Liaison Group was initially established to conduct a dialogue with the Department of Business 

Enterprise and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to take stock of trading conditions and the state of the 

industry, and to influence the business and regulatory climate.  In the past it has lobbied the 

Department with some success for increased resources for the National Measurement System (NMS) 

and its Research Programme.  Responsibility for running the NMS and for formulating, managing and 

delivering the Research Programme has since been devolved to NPL and resources increased and 
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secured.  In light of this the IILG has reviewed its membership and functions.  It has refocussed its 

activities to concentrate on co-operation between organisations with a direct interest in measurement.  

Membership therefore has been slimmed down and now comprises The Worshipful Company of 

Scientific Instrument Makers (WCSIM) who chair the group and furnish the secretariat, The Institute of 

Measurement and Control (IMC), GAMBICA, and BMTA.  It met four times during the year:  On 4 May 

at WCSIM Hall, on 19 July at the GAMBICA Offices, on 11 September again at the GAMBICA offices, 

and on 9 November at the Institute of Measurement and Control.  The Group also held a meeting with 

Peter Thompson CEO of NPL on 7 December at NPL to discuss NPL’s Strategy and the National 

Measurement System.  The Group has focussed on the impacts of Brexit, planning for the IMEKO 

Conference and Exhibition in Belfast in September 2018 and on the Festival of Measurement 2019. 

EUROLAB 

Jeff Llewellyn attended the TCQA meeting on 3 May at the I Portici Hotel in Bologna, Italy and the 

General Assembly at the same venue on 4 May.  The TCQA meeting was followed by a short Seminar 

on Working Safely in the Laboratory.  All the meetings were hosted by ALPI. 

After 11 years as the UK National Member for EUROLAB, Jeff Llewellyn stood down and was replaced 

by Carol Erskine.  Jeff did not stand for re-election to the Board of Administrators after serving on it for 

7 years nor for re-election as Vice President after 6 years’ service.  Carol Erskine was elected to the 

Board of Administrators.  Paulo Moscati from ALPI was elected Vice President.  Carol Erskine continued 

as co Chair of JTCPTC. 

Unfortunately Tony Smith was unable to attend the TCQA meeting on 16 November at LNE in Paris and 

neither he nor Carol Erskine were able to attend the National Members’ meeting at the same venue on 

17 November. 

EUROLAB produced 4 Newsletters and 9 special News Briefings during the year, all of which have been 

forwarded to BMTA members.  ISO 17025:2017 has once again been a topic of major interest.  

EUROLAB has continued its work comprising: 

➢ Drafting a new business plan and strategy post 2018. 

➢ Meetings with key MEPs, Commissioners and Commission Officials, briefing them on the 

importance of measurement and testing for the European economy and quality of life. 

➢ Keeping abreast of and influencing policy developments in the EU, in particular on the 

Consumer Safety and Market Surveillance package. 

➢ Participation in various EA committees including the EA Laboratory Committee and the GA. 

➢ Participation in the ILAC GA and Laboratory Committee. 

➢ Continued liaison with Eurachem, EURAMET, UILI, NLA South Africa and NCLSi. 

➢ Participation in the EU funded Research Project EC-VET (under the ERASMUS programme) to 

provide training material for staff in environmental laboratories. 

➢ Production of simple ‘cookbooks’ and Technical Reports. 

It is not clear what Brexit will mean for the Association’s continued membership of EUROLAB after 29 

March 2019.  Technically, Active Membership is restricted to members of the EU, thus post March 2019 

the UK could be ineligible for Active Membership unless EUROLAB’s articles of Association are changed.  

This issue has been raised with the Board of Administrators but as yet no decision has been reached 

by them.  Membership of EUROLAB is the Association’s single largest annual expenditure apart from 

Secretariat and Administration costs accounting for some 13% of the budget.  Council reviewed our 

membership of EUROLAB at its February meeting to consider whether it represented good value for 

money.  It was agreed that it would not be a good time to leave EUROLAB in view of Brexit and other 

uncertainties and deferred further discussion until its December meeting.  There was a small majority 
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of Council members in favour of continuing EUROLAB membership despite the implications for the 

BMTA budget in 2018 in light of the poor financial situation at the close of 2017.  Council decided to 

seek the views of the wider membership and to seek alternative mechanisms for funding EUROLAB 

Membership in the interim.  It should be noted that a year’s notice must be given to the EUROLAB 

Secretariat should BMTA decide to resign. 

Services for members 

Throughout the year the Association continued to engage with other organisations in order to provide 

a wider range of services and benefits for members.  The Association continued its subscription to the 

Meltwater News information service in order to provide members with news and business intelligence.  

As in previous years the BMTA secretariat continued to circulate to interested members papers from 

over 40 BSI Standards Committees. 

Other Matters 

The CE accepted a reduction in remuneration to £8,000 p.a. for 2018 in light of his standing down as 

EUROLAB National Member and relinquishing his EUROLAB duties in April.  Abacus’ fee for 

administration and secretariat services in 2018 will be maintained at £35,000 p.a. 

 

Dr J.W. Llewellyn 

CEO, BMTA. 

18 September 2018 
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